Abstract
Introduction and motivation
Real-time systems differ from other systems by a stricter criterion of the correctness of their applications. Actually, the correctness of a real-time application does not only depend on the delivered result, but also on the time when it is produced. In hard real-time systems, missing task deadlines can be catastrophic. As a consequence, knowing task worstcase execution times (WCET) is of prime importance for the timing analysis of such systems. The purpose of worst case execution time analysis is to estimate a priori (before execution) the WCET of a given program on a given processor.
WCET analysis is usually done at two levels [15] . The low-level provides the execution time of basic blocks 1 taking into account the effect of the hardware. On the other hand, the high-level identifies the longest execution time of the program using a representation of the program (controlflow graph or syntax tree). A main issue in program timing analysis is to avoid pessimism in timing evaluation by improving WCET bounds' tightness. One part of the pessimism of WCET analysis is due to the presence of some hardware features, such as caches, branch prediction mechanisms and pipelines, that affect the execution time of instructions. So the timing analysis of these features is an important research topic in the real-time systems area. However, they are not the only source of overestimation in WCET analysis. To achieve a tight WCET estimation we need information about the program behaviour such as infeasible paths and maximum number of iterations of loops [16, 13, 17] . This kind of information is usually provided by the user in the source code but may also be automatically obtained. Using this information makes it possible to tighten the estimate of the worst case behaviour of programs and to avoid to take into account infeasible behaviours leading to WCET overestimation.
Motivations and Paper contributions
In this paper we focus on the high-level source of pessimism. We address the problem of obtaining high level tight estimations of the WCET by characterising the context in which the analysed code will be executed. This can be achieved by representing the WCET as a parametrised expression -a function of some external variables -instead of a constant value. This technique allows to tighten the WCET of pieces of code for which execution time may vary depending on input data, local parameters or system wide configuration. This is the situation found during the analysis of the RTEMS kernel [6] where the WCET of run-queues management functions depends on the maximum number of tasks allowed to be created in the system. The introductive example in [1] shows how the WCET of a function may depend on its parameters. The example is the pow(f,n) function that computes Ò using a loop that iterates Ò times.
This function may be called in a loop with a variable parameter:
for n = 1..10 do pow(2,n)
In such situation we would like to express the WCET of pow as a function of its parameter Ò and not as a constant value computed considering the worst case value of Ò (i.e.,
10).
In tree-based analysis [16, 14] , the WCET of a program is computed using the syntax tree of the program and the knowledge of the WCET of its basic blocks. A set of rules (called timing schema) are used to translate the syntax tree, the WCET of basic blocks and some user-provided information into an equational system which, when solved, provides the WCET. The program representation we present in this paper (called scope-tree) is a generalisation of the traditional syntax tree representation of programs and is intended to be used in symbolic WCET analysis. A scopetree represents the syntax structure of the analysed code, the WCET of basic blocks, the user-provided information and the timing schema all at once.
The motivations for the definition of this new representation are the following:
Extensibility: as the timing schema is implicitly described by the scope-tree itself, the computation of the WCET does not rely on the use of a fixed timing schema. Thus, the set of expressions used to express the WCET is not limited.
Symbolic WCET: the proposed representation allows to describe WCET using some variables. It allows us to represent a variable WCET (see the pow(f,n) example above) by a symbolic expression. As we rely on computational algebra systems (like Maple [3] , or Mathematica [19] ) to manipulate, simplify and evaluate these expressions, the only limitation is the power of the chosen symbolic computation tool.
Out of hierarchy relationship:
there exist cases where particular assertions have to be made on parts of a program as for example mutual exclusive paths or loop down-sampling 2 .
Genericity: finally, the proposed technique allows to express all that can be expressed by other tree-based techniques, and more.
Note that, as a first step, we consider that the WCET of basic blocks are constant and independent. By doing this we ignore the effects of some architectural features which add some variability to the execution time of instructions. Such assumption leads to some pessimism, but it is required to keep the presentation clear and focused on the high-level analysis. We are currently working on the adaptation of the proposed symbolic WCET computation method to take into account basic blocks with path-dependent WCET.
Paper organisation
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. The next section introduces related work on high level WCET analysis. We give (in section 3) our definitions of scope and scope-tree and we detail how we intend to use them to express tight WCET. Section 4 presents an example. This example is used to illustrate the representation of datadependent WCET using scope-tree (i.e., the declaration and use of variables in scope expressions), and to explain how a scope-tree may be modified to express inter-scope relations (e.g. mutually exclusive paths, loop "down-sampling"). The scope-tree based computation of the symbolic WCET of the example is also presented. Finally, we present some conclusions as well as current and future work.
Related work
Static WCET analysis has been the subject of much research, and substantial progress has been made in the area over the last decade (see [15] for a review of WCET). The WCET estimation is a twofold issue: (i) possible execution paths have to be determined to calculate the execution time along the worst of these paths, (ii) execution time for each atomic unit of a path has to be accurately estimated. In this paper we will only focus on the first issue. There are two ways to determine what sequence of instructions will be executed. On one hand, it is possible to consider all paths implicitly by using integer linear programming (ILP) [10, 17, 12, 7] . On the other hand, the enumeration of program paths can be explicit as in tree-based methods [16, 14, 11, 5] .
ILP techniques transform the control-flow graph representing a program into a constraint system and a WCET function, which is maximised by an ILP solver that provides an integer value. All the variables of the equation system have to be constrained, and are given integer values by the ILP solver. So, this kind of techniques can not provide symbolic expressions as WCET results. Thus, the ILP approach is clearly not suitable for symbolic WCET purpose. Tree-based techniques rely on the use of timing schemas. A timing schema is a set of rules used to translate the syntax tree of a program into an equational system that must be solved to produce the WCET. Some approaches for dealing with so-called non-rectangular loops [8, 2, 9, 4] were developed based on transforming nested loops into nested summations and evaluate and simplify such expressions to obtain WCET estimates. However, all of these approaches rely on the fact that loops are bounded with constant values and the WCET is in the end a constant number. The symbolic WCET analysis proposed in [1] and the parametric timing analysis presented in [18] both propose to compute a symbolic or parametric WCET, i.e., an algebraic expression of some variables.
The proposed technique is intended to express all the results obtained so far in tree-based approaches and to take into account some situations that are traditionally only taken into account by ILP approach (e.g. mutual exclusive paths).
From syntax tree to scope tree
The syntax tree is a representation of the program whose nodes describe the structure of the program in the high-level language and whose leaves represent basic blocks. The most often, four types of tree nodes are defined: sequence, loop, conditional and basic block (which is a node with no child). The timing schema describes the translation of each node into an equation that expresses its WCET based on the WCET of its children nodes. The timing schema contains a fixed number on "translation rules" (one per node type).
In the approach proposed in this paper, we generalise this notion by allowing arbitrary expressions to express the WCET and also by parametrising such expressions with variables. Moreover the WCET of a sub-tree may not only depend on the WCET of its sons, but may also use the WCET of any arbitrary sub-tree.
The scope tree representation
We define the concept of scope-tree as a generalisation of the traditional syntax tree used in tree-based analysis techniques. A syntax tree can be viewed either as a collection of nodes and edges or as a hierarchy of sub-trees. It is this second view that fits best the concept of scope-tree. Scopetrees are made of scopes, which are equivalent to sub-trees of the syntax tree (see an example on figure 2).
Definition of a scope
A scope represents a sub-tree of the syntax tree, its behaviour and its value (i.e., its WCET). In the following, we use uppercase latin letters to name scopes. As for nodes of the syntax tree, a scope Ë has only one parent scope , Ë, and may have some children scopes ,Ë .
The WCET of a scope is described using two expressions: ³ and . The expression represetns the WCET of the scope and ³ is its worst case execution frequency. ³ takes at least one parameter (e.g. an execution frequency of 10 would be described by ³´«µ ½¼ ¢ «). Then, the WCET of a scope as seen by a parent scope is ³´ µ, the WCET of the scope modified by its execution frequency function.
More formally, a scope Ë is defined as the collection of:
A WCET symbolic expression, Ë , called expression, which expresses the WCET of Ë based on the WCET and execution frequencies of its sons Ë .
An execution frequency expression ,³ Ê Ë , which defines the number of executions of Ë regarding an outer scope Ê. We will normally only express the frequency of a scope regarding its parent scope. For this reason ³ Ë Ë will be abbreviated as ³ Ë .
A set of defined variables: Ë , i.e., variables that may be used in the expressions of Ë and all of its subscopes, and in the ³ expressions of the sub-scopes of
Ë.
A set of used variables: Í Ë , i.e., variables which are used in scope expressions ( and ³) of Ë and subscopes of Ë.
The expression of scope Ë describes how to compute the WCET of Ë knowing the WCET of all its sons and how many times each of them will be executed (i.e., the execution frequency of its sons). All declared variables (i.e., variables in Ë ) may be used in the Ë expression. So, the resulting WCET may be a parametric WCET.
The execution frequency expression expresses the execution frequency of a scope regarding another scope using scope variables. For instance, the execution frequency expression ³ Ê Ë represents the number of times the scope Ë is executed for each execution of an outer scope Ê (called the reference scope). Execution frequency expressions are very flexible and allow the definition of very tight frequencies of exotic scopes. For example, consider three scopes Ê, Ë and Ì with Ì being a son of Ë, which is a sub-scope of Ê. Assume that Ë is executed 10 times for one execution of Ê, and that Ì is executed 2 times for one execution of Ê (see figure 1) . With a tree-based WCET analysis technique that cannot handle down-sampling, the worst case iteration number of Ì would be ½¼ times for each execution of Ê. We want to express the fact that Ì is executed only 2 times in Ê. This is done by relating the execution frequency of the scope Ì to the outer scope Ê (instead of its direct parent Ë). The WCET of scope Ì is Ì , but from the point of view of Ê it is ³ Ê Ì´ Ì µ where ³ Ê Ì´« µ ¾ ¢ «. More generally, when the ³ expression of a scope Ë is ³ Ê Ë with Ê Ë, it means that the WCET of the scope Ë should not be used to express the WCET of scope Ë but the WCET of scope Ê.
This kind of situation and the way they can be solved are detailed in paragraph 4.4 and 4.5. All declared variables of the reference scope (i.e., variables in Ê ) may be used in the expression ³ Ê Ë .
Associated to each scope Ë are two sets of variables Ë and Í Ë . Ë is the set of variables defined in scope Ë. The final WCET of Ë will be defined as a function of some variables of this set. Í Ë is the set of used variables. As scope expressions can be only defined in terms of scope variables of outer scope, Í Ë should always be included in Ë to ensure that all used variables are defined.
Scope-tree
A program or a section of program to be analysed can then be seen as a hierarchy of scopes: the scope-tree. A scopetree is defined by its root scope, and only the variables defined by the root scope of the scope-tree may appear in the final expression of the WCET of the scope-tree.
It may happen that a sub-part of the scope-tree is unknown when the scope-tree is first constructed. It may be the case of some function calls in the program for which the code and the scope-tree of the called function is not provided (e.g. functions which are part of a library).
Let us consider a function call. If the scope-tree of the call function is not provided then function call can be represented by a scope with no son. This scope may declare and give values to some variables: the parameters of the called function. To evaluate the WCET of a program that contains such a function call, a representation of the called function has to be provided either as a scope-tree or as a expression representing the WCET of the called function (this expression may be parametrised by the function parameters).
Representing programs using scope trees
In the previous paragraph, we have defined scopes and scope-trees. We now want to represent a program, or a fragment of program to be analysed, using a scope-tree. As a scope-tree is a generalisation of syntax tree, it can obviously be used to do the same WCET computations as with syntax-tree. We show here how to translate a syntax tree and timing schema into the equivalent scope-tree.
As an example, let us consider a syntax tree made of four types of nodes (sequence, loop, conditional and basic block) and the timing schema introduced in [16] . The sub-trees (or nodes) of the syntax trees are represented by scopes. As previously said, scope-trees are not made of a fixed number of scope types. The "type" of a scope is defined by its and ³ expressions. To represent the syntax tree according to the chosen timing schema, we provide three default kinds of expressions and two kinds of ³ expressions:
Note that other kinds of and ³ expressions can be defined, and that these expressions may be symbolic expressions (see Ü 4.4 for an example).
The · Ë expression is used to represent sequence and loop nodes. It calculates the sum of the WCET of all the sons, Ë , of Ë. The ¥ Ë expression is used to represent conditional nodes, it chooses the maximum WCET in a list of WCET expressions. Finally, ¥ Ë is used when the considered node is either a basic block (in this case ¥ Ë is an integer) or a void sub-tree as, for instance, a non-existent else in a conditional construct (in this case ¥ Ë ¼ ).
The role of ³ expression is to describe the relative execution frequency of a scope regarding an outer scope.
The most widely used ³ expression is the identity function ³ Ë that specifies that a scope Ë is executed as many times as its parent scope. The other useful expression is
which specifies that a scope Ë is executed Ò times each time its parent scope is executed. This expression is used to represent loops of the syntax tree. Table 1 shows the correspondence between types of node and scope expressions. Scopes are defined for each type of node of the original timing schema using the and ³ expressions defined above. Note that the ³ expression of scope Ë is not defined by the node Ë but is defined by its immediate outer scope Ë.
A sequence node is represented by a scope Ë whose WCET is the sum of the WCET of its sons (the · expression is used), and whose sons' execution frequencies The example in figure 2 shows the translation of a syntax tree into its equivalent scope-tree. To ease the graphical representation of scope-trees, the ³ expression can be omitted This set of scope expressions is sufficient to represent a traditional syntax tree as a scope-tree. But it is also possible to use some new expressions and variable definitions to represent some more complex situations. The behaviour of a piece of code that cannot be represented accurately in a syntax tree, may be represented by a scope by: defining some of its expressions to be different from · and ¥ , defining some of its ³ expressions to be different from ³ and × ³, writing scope expressions using some variables defined in outer scopes.
All these possibilities are illustrated in section 4.
Extracting scopes from the source code
We do not make any assumption on the way to obtain scopes and scope expressions from the source code. The easiest way, from the analysis point of view, is to rely on user-provided annotations, but this requires some extra work from the user. It has been shown in [8, 2, 9] that it is possible for a subset of scope annotations (maximum number of iterations of loops) to be automatically extracted by some analysis tools.
When no particular expressions are specified for a scope, a default expression and a default ³ expression are used.
These default expressions are the ones presented in table 1.
Scope motion: shadowing
As said in the definition of ³, it may happen that the execution frequency of a scope is defined relative to an outer scope which is not its direct parent (³ Ê Ë where Ê Ë).
To take into account these relative execution frequencies, the scope-tree has to be modified before the WCET evaluation. The scope-tree is restructured by "moving" Ë so that it becomes a direct son of Ê (an example of restructured scope-tree is shown in figure 5 ). In fact, what we really mean by moving Ë is simply removing a link in the scopetree and building a new link from the destination scope to the "moved" scope. Scopes that have been moved are shadowed. A new scope, the shadow of Ë, is added as a son of the destination scope. The new link is labelled with a copy of the original ³ expression, and the original link to Ë is removed by setting its ³ expression to ¼.
The need of shadowing is expressed by the ³ Ê Ë function when Ê is not the direct parent of Ë. So, no additional annotation is needed to specify where to perform shadowing. The semantics of the worst case execution time are preserved by this scope-tree transformation because the number of executions of each scope remains the same in the new scope-tree. Scope expressions can be only defined in terms of scope variables of an outer scope. This has to be verified when moving scopes. Basically, we must verify that the set of used variables of the shadowed scope is included in the set of defined variables of the destination scope (i.e, the scope receiving the shadow). If this condition is not verified, the annotations must be re-designed or the scope motion dropped.
Scope-tree based WCET evaluation
The evaluation of the WCET of a program is done by transforming its scope-tree into a set of WCET functions. Each scope produces two functions corresponding to the and ³ expressions. The parameters of these functions are the variables of the Í set of the scope. Note that the functions obtained from the ³ expressions have an additional parameter: «. We propose to use a computational algebra system like Maple to perform the simplification and evaluation of the expressions. The Maple code of some example WCET functions can be found in appendix A.
The WCET for each scope are then computed recursively by symbolically evaluating the WCET functions in a bottom-up manner thanks to the scope-tree. After the WCET evaluation, the WCET of each scope of the scopetree is either a numeric value or a symbolic expression.
On line scheduling
The result of the evaluation of the WCET expression of a program may be an integer value or an expression of some variables (configuration variables). In the later case, the expression may then be used on-line to compute the actual WCET when the exact value of the variables are known. As the function can be arbitrary complex, we suggest to approximate it with a polynomial function that envelops the WCET expression. Therefore the WCET of the on-line evaluation of the expression itself can be bounded off-line.
Explanation of the scope-tree concept on an example
To ease the reading of this paper, we choose to explain the concept of scope-tree and show its expressiveness power on an example. Note that the situations that can be represented using scope-trees are not limited to the ones presented here. We illustrate the use of scope-trees to compute symbolic WCET on the example proposed in [16] . The original example considers the problem of the localisation of a can on a conveyor belt. [16] . The image provided by the camera is shown in figure 3 . The image read by the camera is presented in an array of 640*200 black or white pixels.
Program specifications "Tin cans are transported on a conveyor belt. A robot arm seizes the cans and puts them into boxes. The computer controlling the robot arm is connected to a video camera in order to determine the position of the can on the belt"
The maximum area covered by the image of the can depends on the type of cans conveyed and is known as N. We assume that the value of N may be changed at runtime.¯T here may be some noise in the image data. The maximal noise ratio which is tolerated is 10% of N.
In order to steer the robot arm to the right location, the program has to calculate the center of the marked area.
It may happen that the camera gives a totally blank image (without any black pixel). In such case, the camera has to be reinitialised. Finally, it was not possible to put the camera exactly above the robot arm. So, due to the camera angle, the image provided by the camera is similar to the one presented in figure 3 . As the floor is visible on both sides of the conveyor belt, and as the floor is dark enough to perturb the computation, the algorithm should only be applied to the portion of the image de-
A (partial) listing for the camera application is shown in figure 4 . Note that, as the issue of annotating the code to define scopes is not discussed in this paper, this listing does not contain any annotation. This example has some interesting characteristics: -The number of times the section of code between line 12 and line 17 is executed depends on the value of N, which is unknown at analysis time. Ý is the counter variable of the outer loop (loop y).
-Finally, the section of code 12-17 and the 31 st line of the source code are mutually exclusive.
We want to compute the WCET of the example program using all the information that can be extracted from its specifications. Representing the program using a scope-tree will allow us to take advantage of this knowledge to tighten to compute a tight WCET. The resulting WCET will be function of N (see end of Ü 4.6).
The scope tree of this program is shown in figure 4.
Data-dependent WCET
It may happen that the execution time of a piece of code depends on the input data of the program, on the system configuration or on some local parameters. This kind of situation is refered as data-dependent WCET. In our example, the size (N) of the maximum area covered by the image of the can is unknown at analysis time but will be statically known before the execution of the program (it depends on the system configuration, i.e., the size of the can to localise).
The data-dependent number of execution of the section of code between line 12 and line 17 is expressed using the 3  {  4 int pixel_count, x, y, x_sum, y_sum, black_pixel; 5 black_pixel = pixel_count = x_sum = y_sum = 0; 6 for(y=0;y<200;y ++) /* loop y */ 
Non-rectangular loops
In the case of nested loops, it may occur that the maximum number of iterations of an inner loop depends on the iteration number of an outer loop (i.e., non-rectangular loops). In such situation, we would like to express the WCET of the inner loop as a function of the loop counter of one (or several) outer loop.
The nested loops (loop x and loop y) that enumerate all the´Ü Ýµ pixels of the image that have to be analysed are non-rectangular. The number of iterations of the loop x depends on the value of Ý. In the scope-tree shown in figure 4 , non-rectangular loops are described using the execution frequency expression ³ and ³ Â . The Ý variable is declared in scope (its value is fixed by ³ ) and used in ³ Â and ³ Á . All the values of the variable Ý (¼ ½ ) are enumerated by the summation used in ³ .
The WCET of scope À is a function of Ý, but the WCET of is not because Ý has been valuated by the sum used to
Down-sampling
By "down-sampling" we mean executing one part of the body of a loop less often than the rest of the body. For instance, in the following code, the execution frequency of B is smaller than the execution frequency of A and C. Thus, B is down-sampled.
for(i=0;i<100;i++) A; if(modulo(i,2)==0) B; C;
We want to represent the fact that we know that the maximum number of execution of the section of code 12-17 iś AE · AE ½¼µ for each execution of scope . This situation is represented in the scope-tree by stating that the execution frequency of Å (its ³ expression) is relative to the scope (and not to Ä, its direct parent).
³ Å´« µ Ǽ · AE ½¼µ ¢ «
The down-sampling of this section of code is taken into account by moving the scope Å so that it becomes a son of . This is represented by the « to ¬ arrow in figure  5 . On this example, the scope Å has been shadowed and the shadow of Å (called Å 
Mutually exclusive paths
In addition to the definition of properties among scopes in a hierarchy (i.e., defining the behaviour of a scope based on the information of one or more of its outer scopes), there exist cases where particular assertions have to be made on scopes which are not linked by a parent-son relation. For instance, we would like to express the fact that two "brother" scopes are mutually exclusive, i.e., that the execution of one scope forbids the execution of the other one and vice-versa.
Considering two mutually exclusive paths within a loop. It would be possible to specify the number of times each path is executed as presented in the previous paragraph. But the scope motion offers a better solution which does not require to specify precisely the number of executions of each path.
In our example, the reinitialisation of the camera has to be conducted only if no black pixel has been encountered during the image processing. Which means that the execution of the section of code 12-17 (scope Å) excludes the execution of line 31 (scope Ï ) and vice-versa. accurately.
The relation between these two scopes can only been expressed at the level of their common parent, which is scope . To represent the mutual exclusion, the scope-tree is restructured as follows:
A new scope, , is defined as a son of . Its WCET is the maximum of the WCET of its sons (using the default and ³ expressions:
¥ and ³ ³).
The scope Å ¼ is shadowed and its shadow (called Å ¼¼ )
is set to be a son of (see the ¬ to arrow on the figure). This is done by defining a new link ³ Å ¼¼ and removing the old one (³ Å ¼´«µ ¼ ). ¼¼ is a pointer to pointer of shadowed scope.
In the end, the WCET of (which is a part of the WCET of ) is: Note that to express the mutual exclusion of two scopes, they have to be moved to become children of their common parent. This may be impossible if a scope uses some variables which are not defined in the common parent.
More complex relationship ranging from non-reflexive exclusive paths to forced paths and relations involving more than two conditional constructs could also be taken into account by defining the according tree modification rules.
WCET evaluation
The bottom-up traversal of the modified scope-tree provides an equational system in which some variables (the one
